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The aim of this study was to determine the e V ects of selected factors on horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion in the triple jump. An understanding of this conversion is important not only for studies on the techniques of
the triple jump, but also for other jumping events. Ten elite jumpers were studied. Three-dimensional kinematic
data were collected for at least four complete trials in the same competition for each athlete. The loss in
horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical velocity during each support phase were calculated for each trial. The
loss in horizontal velocity was found to be a linear function of the gain in vertical velocity. The slope of this linear
function, A 1 , is referred to as the horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion coe Y cient. The loss in horizontal
velocity increased as the gain in vertical velocity increased. The sensitivity of the loss in horizontal velocity to the
gain in vertical velocity increased as the m agnitude of A 1 increased. Further studies are required on the optimum
techniques of the triple jump.
K eyw ords : kinetic energy, optimization, sport biomechanics, triple jump, velocity.

Introduction
A triple jum p consists of an app roach run followed by a
hop (a take-oV from one foot and a landing on the sam e
foot), a step (a take-oV from one foot and a landing on
the other foot) and a jum p (a take-oV from one foot and
a landing on both feet in the sand pit). Because the triple
jum p has three consecutive take-oV s and landings at
high speed, the event is technically and physic ally m ore
dem anding than the long and high jum ps and the pole
vault, each of w hich has one take-oV and landing.
D uring each support phase of the triple jum p,
athletes gain vertical velocity for the take-oV following
the support phase. Sim ultaneously, they inevitably lose
horizontal velocity. To attain the longest possib le jum p,
the loss in horizontal velocity during each support phase
has to be m inim ized while gaining vertical velocity (H ay
and M iller, 1985), because losing horizontal velocity
tends to shorten the overall distance jum ped. A recent
study on triple jum p techniques (Yu and Hay, 1996)
found that the loss in horizontal velocity can be expressed as a linear function of the gain in vertical
velocity during each suppor t phase of the triple jum p for
each individual athlete. T he slope of this linear function,
A 1 , is referred to as the horizontal-to-vertical velocity
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conversion coeY cient. The relationship between the
loss in horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical
velocity appears to be crucial in determ ining the optim um phase ratio in the triple jum p for a given athlete
(Yu and Hay, 1996). T he phase ratio, deW ned as the
ratio of the three phase distances (H ay, 1992), plays a
key role in determ ining the distance jum ped by a given
athlete (Yu and H ay, 1996).
Hay and M iller (1985) suggested that m aintaining
horizontal velocity while gaining vertical velocity is an
im por tant task in the triple jum p (Hay and M iller,
1985). T he relationship between the loss in horizontal
velocity and the gain in vertical velocity, found by
Yu and H ay (1996), suggested that the gain in vertical
velocity occurs at the expense of horizontal velocity
during each support phase of the triple jum p. The
results of their study indicated that there is a conversion
of horizontal velocity to vertical velocity during each
support phase of the triple jum p. Furtherm ore, this
relationship suggests that, in term s of the loss in
horizontal velocity, the eY ciency of the gain in vertical
velocity m ay be aV ected by the gain in vertical velocity
and the horizontal-to-ver tical velocity conversion coeY cient. An understanding of these eV ects is essential
for an enhanced understanding of the eV ects of the
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phase ratio on the overall distance jum ped, and provides
the basis for fur ther biom echanical studies on the
optimum phase ratio and other factors in triple jum p
techniques and training.
T he aim of this study was to exam ine the eV ects of the
gain in vertical velocity and the horizontal-to-vertical
velocity conversion coeY cient on horizontal-to-vertical
velocity conversion during each support phase of the
triple jum p.

M ethods
Data collection
Ten elite triple jum pers (six m ales and four fem ales)
were studied, including four of the W nalists of the m en’ s
triple jum p com petition in the 1992 U S O lym pic Trials,
two of the W nalists of the m en’ s triple jum p com petition
in the 1995 U S Track and Field Cham pionships, two of
the W nalists of the wom en’ s triple jum p com petition in
the 1990 TAC C ham pionship s, and two of the W nalists
of the wom en’ s triple jum p com petition in the 1995
US Track and Field C ham pionships. E ach jum per had
at least four legal or foul trials in w hich they com pleted
the full sequence of the jum p (that is, the jum p was not
aborted partway through); these were videotaped in
their entirety.
A direct linear transfo rm ation procedure with
panning cam eras (Yu et al., 1993) was used to collect
three-dim ensional coordinates of 21 body landm arks.
Two S-V HS video cam eras were used to record the
control object and the perform ances of the jum pers
at a fram e rate of 60 Hz. Each cam era was panned by
rotating about a W xed axis. A tape with black and w hite
stripes was placed on each side of the triple jum p runway and used to determ ine the panning position for
each cam era. D uring the calibration procedure, a control object w ith 68 control points was placed in diV erent
locations on the triple jum p runway to establish a control volum e that covered the space in which the last two
steps of the app roach run, the hop, the step and the
jum p occurred. A global reference fram e was deW ned
so that the x-axis was parallel to the runway pointing in
the jum ping direction; the y-axis was perpendicular
to the x-axis pointing to the left of the runway; and the
z-axis was perpendicular to the surface of the runway
and pointing upwards. D etails of this data collection
procedure are given elsewhere (Yu et al., 1993; Yu and
Hay, 1995, 1996).

Data reduction
The videotape records of the control object and each of
the selected trials were digitized with the aid of a S-VH S
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videocassette recorder, a 14-inch colour m onitor, a
m icrocom puter and Peak2D com puter software (Peak
Perform ance Technologies, D enver, CO ). T he record of
each selected trial from each cam era was digitized at a
sam pling frequency of 60 H z from two W elds before the
touchdown of the second last stride to two W elds after
the landing in the sand pit. Touchdown or landing was
deW ned as the W rst Weld showing the jum per on the
ground following a X igh t phase. Take-oV was deW ned as
the last W eld showing the jum per on the ground during a
support phase. In each digitized W eld, 21 body landm arks deWning a 14-segm ent m odel of the hum an body
(Clauser et al., 1969) were digitized. C ontrol volum e
calibrations, m athem atical time-syn chronization of the
digitized two-dim ensional data from the two cam eras,
and the transform ation from digitized two-dim ensional
coordinates to real-life three-dim ensional coordinates
were all conducted on a m icrocom puter using specially
written com puter software.
T he real-life three-dim ensional coordinates of the
21 body landm arks were W ltered using a fourth-order
Butterworth digital W lter (W inter et al., 1974). T he
optimum cut-oV frequency was estim ated from the
sam pling frequency (Yu and Hay, 1995). The estimated
optimum cut-oV frequency for the three-dim ensional
coordinates in this study was 7.4 H z (Yu and H ay,
1995). T he three-dim ensional coordinates of the centre
of m ass of the w hole body were calculated using the
basic segm ental procedure described by H ay (1993)
and the segm ent inertial data of Clauser et al. (1996).
T he horizontal velocity of the w hole-body centre of
m ass at take-oV in the support phase i (v x(to), i ) was calculated using the equation:
v x(to), i =

x (td), i + 1 - x (to), i

Dt

where x (td), i + 1 is the x-coordinate of the w hole-body
centre of m ass at touchdow n in the support phase
i + 1; x (to), i is the x-coordinate of the w hole-body
centre of m ass at take-oV in the support phase i; and
Dt is the duration of the X ight phase after the support
phase i. T he horizontal velocity of the w hole-body
centre of m ass at touchdow n in the support phase
i + 1, v x(td), i + 1 , was equated w ith v x(to), i by neglecting air
resistance.
T he vertical velocities of the w hole-body centre of
m ass at take-oV in the support phase i and touchdow n
in the support phase i + 1, v z(to), i and v z(td), i + 1 , were calculated using the equations:
z (td), i + 1 - z (to), i + 0.5 g D t

v z (to), i =

Dt

v z(td), i + 1 = v z(to), i - g D t

2
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w here z (to), i and z (td), i + 1 are the z-coordinates of the
w hole-body centre of m ass at take-oV in the support
phase i and the touchdow n in the support phase i + 1;
and g is acceleration ow ing to gravity.
T he loss in horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical
velocity of the w hole-body centre of m ass during a given
support phase were calculated using the equations:

D v x , i = v x(td), i - v x(to), i
D v z , i = v z(to), i - v z(td), i
w here Dv x, i and D v z, i are the loss in horizontal velocity
and the gain in vertical velocity of the w hole-body centre
of m ass, respectively, during support phase i.

D ata analysis
A m ultiple-regression analysis with dum my variab les
(K leinbaum et al., 1987) was conducted to determ ine
the relationship between D v x and D v z during the three
support phases for each jum per. A m ultiple-regression
analysis with dum my variab les is a statistical procedure
used to develop and com pare diV erent regression
equations using a single m ultiple-regression m odel. The
dum my variables in this kind of regression analysis are
used to distinguish diV erent regression equations. The
regression m odel sugge sted by the results of a previous
study (Yu and H ay, 1996) was used here in full:

Dv x, i = A 0 + B 0 P i + A 1 D v z , i + B 1 P 1 Dv z, i

(1)

w here A 0 , B 0 , A 1 and B 1 are regression coeY cients,
and P i is a dum my variable denoting diV erent support
phases. P i was assign ed a value of zero for the support
phase of the hop (i = 1) and a value of 1 for the support
phases of the step (i = 2) and jum p (i = 3). The assign m ent of these values yielded:

D v x,1 = A 0 + A 1 D v z,1

R esults
A linear relationship between D v x, i and D v z , i was
obtained for each subject (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The best
regression equation for this relationship for each subject
was exclusively in the form :

D v x, i = A 0 + B 0 P i + A 1 D v z, i

for the support phase of the hop and:

D v x, i = (A 0 + B 0 ) + (A 1 + B 1 ) D v z, i

A 1 . In this study, a second-order polynom ial regression
m odel was used to determ ine the relationship s between
A 1 and the other regression coeY cients that contributed
signiW cantly to the prediction of D v x , i. A forward elimination procedure was used to determ ine the best regression equations for the relationships between A 1 and
the other regression coeY cients. T he 0.05 level of
conW dence was used to determ ine the best regression
equations.
To exam ine the eV ects of A 1 on the relationship
between D v x, i and D v z, i, D v x, i was estim ated from D v z, i
w ith selected m agnitudes of A 1 . T he m agnitudes of
D v z, i and A 1 were in their obser ved ranges. The m agnitudes of A 0 , B 0 and B 1 were estim ated from A 1 using
the best regression equations for these coeY cients as
functions of A 1 .
To exam ine the eV ects of A 1 on the optim um phase
ratio and overall distance jum ped, the phase ratio for
each jum per was optim ized for the longest overall
distance jum ped. The gains in vertical velocity during
the three support phases were used as the independent
variables. The horizontal and vertical velocities at the
touchdow n of the hop, touchdown and take-oV height
and distance of each support phase, and landing distance of a given jum per were treated as the constant and
represented by the corresponding m eans of the jum per.
T he m agnitude of D v x , i was estim ated from D v z , i using
the relationship between D v x, i and D v z , i for a given
subject. The details of the optim ization m odel can be
found in Yu and Hay (1996).

(i = 2, 3)

for the support phases of the step and the jum p.
A forward elim ination procedure was used to determ ine the optim um regression equation and the m agnitudes of A 0 , B 0 , A 1 and B 1 for each jum per. T he 0.05
level of conWdence was chosen to indicate the statistical
signiW cance of each regression coeY cient and the overall regression.
T he regression coeY cient A 1 was referred to as the
horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion coeY cient
(Yu and Hay, 1996). Yu and H ay (1996) reported that
the regression coeY cients A 0 and B 0 were functions of

(2)

T his equation, using values of P i for diV erent support
phases, yielded:

D v x, 1 = A 0 + A 1 D v z, 1
for the support phase of the hop and:

D v x, i = (A 0 + B 0 ) + A 1 Dv z, i

(i = 2, 3)

for the support phases of the step and jum p. T he correlation coeY cients for overall regressions ranged from
0.71 to 0.95, with P-valu es less than 0.013 (Table 1).
T he regression coeY cients A 0 and B 0 were functions
of A 1 (Fig. 2). The relationship s can be expressed as
follow s:
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A 0 = 0.946 - 2.976 A 1

(3)

B 0 = - 0.296 - 1.167 A

(4)

2
1

There was no evidence to suggest that these relationships were signiW cantly diV erent between m ale and
fem ale athletes (Fig. 2).
T he m agnitude of A 1 had a signiW cant eV ect on the
relationship between D v x , i and Dv z, i (Fig. 3). For a sm all
gain in vertical velocity, the greater the m agnitude of A 1
and the sm aller the loss in horizontal velocity. For a
large gain in vertical velocity, the lower the m agnitude of
A 1 and the sm aller the loss in horizontal velocity. T he
sensitivity of the loss in horizontal velocity to the gain in
vertical velocity increased as the m agnitude of A 1
increased.
T he optimization results (Table 2) show a trend that
jum p-dom inated techniques (H ay, 1992) are optim um
for athletes with high values of A 1 (A 1 > 0.6), and that
hop-dom inated or balanced (H ay, 1992) techniques are

generally optim um for athletes with low values of A 1
(A 1 < 0.6). The optimization results also show a trend
for the distance jum ped to be longer for jum pers with
high values of A 1 than for jum pers with low values of A 1
(Table 2).

D iscussion
The relationship between D v x, i and D v z, i for each
jum per in this study (equation 2) was consistent with
that reported previously (Yu and H ay, 1996). This
relationship suggests that the loss in horizontal velocity
during each support phase was a linear function of the
gain in vertical velocity during the sam e support phase.
Furtherm ore, this relationship suggests that the eV ect of
the gain in vertical velocity on the loss in horizontal
velocity was the sam e for all three support phases for a
given athlete. T his relationship also suggests that, for
Table 1 Regression coe Y cients (A 1 , A 0 and B 0 ) for the linear
relationships between the loss in horizontal velocity and the
gain in vertical velocity, correlation coe Y cients (r ) for
overall regressions, and P -values of the overall regression

Figure 1 The relationships between the loss in horizontal
velocity and the gain in vertical velocity during the three
support phases for one jumper.

Figure 2

Jumpers

A1

A0

B0

r

P

M a les
(n 5 6)
A
B
C
D
E
F

1.299
0.946
0.924
0.837
0.408
0.366

- 2.959

- 2.263

- 1.876

- 1.180

- 1.666

- 1.453

- 1.619

- 1.053

- 0.180

- 0.614

- 0.157

- 0.348

0.815
0.885
0.896
0.941
0.710
0.952

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.000

Fem ales
(n 5 4)
G
H
I
J

0.602
0.592
0.579
0.422

- 0.875

- 0.811

- 1.068

- 0.618

- 0.585

- 0.894

- 0.525

- 0.410

0.740
0.763
0.723
0.827

0.003
0.013
0.012
0.000

The relationships between regression coe Y cients: (a) A 0 vs A 1 ; (b) B 0 vs A 1 .
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F igu re 3 The e V ects of the horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion coe Y cient A 1 on the relationship between the loss in
horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical velocity during the three support phases. Horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion
during (a) the hop and (b) the step and jump. e , A 1 = 0.35; h , A 1 = 0.55; n , A 1 = 0.80; s , A 1 = 1.05; d , A 1 = 1.30.
Table 2 Optimized phase distances, phase ratios and corresponding overall
distances jumped

Phase distance (m)
Jumpers

A1

Hop

Step

Jump

Phase ratio

Overall
distance (m )

M ales
(n 5 6)
A
B
C
D
E
F

1.299
0.946
0.924
0.837
0.408
0.366

5.48
4.91
5.13
4.92
6.28
5.79

5.48
5.26
5.68
4.47
5.26
4.75

7.31
7.36
7.52
6.96
5.43
6.39

30 : 30 : 40
28 : 30 : 42
28 : 31 : 41
30 : 27 : 43
37 : 31 : 32
34 : 28 : 38

18.27
17.52
18.33
16.36
16.97
16.93

Fem ales
(n 5 4)
G
H
I
J

0.602
0.592
0.579
0.422

4.95
4.99
5.07
5.14

3.79
4.06
3.90
4.33

5.52
4.44
4.83
5.08

35 : 27 : 39
37 : 30 : 33
37 : 28 : 35
35 : 30 : 35

14.27
13.49
13.80
14.55
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the sam e gain in vertical velocity, the loss in horizontal
velocity during the support phase of the hop was B 0
m ´ s - 1 m ore than that in the support phase of the step
or jum p.
T he relationships between regression coeY cients
obtained in this study were qualitatively consistent with
those obtained previously (Yu and H ay, 1996), w hen
only four m ale athletes were studied. T he quantitative
discrepancies in these relationship s between the two
studies are probab ly a result of sam pling error; they had
no signiW cant eV ect on the relationship between the
optimum phase ratio and the m agnitude of A 1 (Yu and
Hay, 1996).
T he relationship between the loss in horizontal
velocity and the gain in vertical velocity during each
support phase is a result of horizontal-to-vertical kinetic
energy conversion during the support phase. T he
kinetic energy due to the vertical velocity possessed by
an athlete at the take-oV of a support phase derives
from two sources: the m echanical energy possessed by
the athlete at the touchdown of a support phase and the
chemical energy released through m uscle contractions
during the support phase (W itters et al., 1992). T he
kinetic energy due to horizontal velocity constitutes a
m ajor part of the total m echanical energy possessed by
the athlete at the touchdown of the suppor t phase. Part
of this kinetic energy is stored in the m uscles and tendons in the form of strain energy through the eccentric
contractions of the m uscles of the support leg during
the W rst part of the support phase, and then released in
the vertical direction through concentric contractions
of the sam e m uscles during the second part of the support phase. T he greater the gain in vertical velocity due
to the gain in kinetic energy in the vertical direction,
the greater the loss in kinetic energy in the horizontal
direction, and thus the greater the loss in horizontal
velocity.
T he `horizontal’ kinetic energy can also be converted
to `vertical’ kinetic energy by swinging m otions of the
arm s and free leg. Consider the m echanical energy conversion in the m otion of a sim ple pendulum . W hen the
centre of m ass of the pendulum is in its lowest position,
the kinetic energy possessed by the pendulum is entirely
due to the velocity in the horizontal direction. This
kinetic energy is converted to gravitational potential
energy and kinetic energy in the vertical direction while
the pendulum is m oving up. W hen the pendulum is in
the horizontal position, the kinetic energy is entirely due
to the velocity in the ver tical direction. The sw inging
m otions of the arm s and free leg during each support
phase are sim ilar to the m otion of a sim ple pendulum .
The results of a recent study on the techniques of elite
triple jum pers (Yu, 1993) showed that the velocity of
the centre of m ass of each arm or free leg ow ing to its
sw inging m otions was basically in the horizontal direc-
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tion at the touchdown of each support phase, and in the
vertical direction at take-oV . As an athlete swings his or
her arm s and free leg m ore vigorously at the touchdow n
of a support phase, the kinetic energy in the horizontal
direction possessed by the arm s and free leg at this time
increases, and thus m ore kinetic energy is converted to
the vertical direction during the support phase. T he
results of Yu (1993) suggest that the swinging m otions
of the arm s and free leg are responsible for up to 19% of
the loss in horizontal velocity and up to 12% of the gain
in vertical velocity of the centre of m ass during the three
support phases of the triple jum p. T he results of that
study further suggest that the loss in horizontal velocity
and the gain in vertical velocity owing to the sw inging
m otions of the arm s and free leg are correlated with
each other. T hese results support the belief that the
`horizontal’ kinetic energy is converted to `vertical’
kinetic energy by the swinging m otions of the arm s and
the free leg.
T he m agnitude of A 1 is related to the eY ciency of
horizontal-to-vertical kinetic energy conversion. W itters
et al. (1992) described the take-oV of the long jum p
using a m echanical energy m odel. In their m odel, the
eY ciency of recovery of horizontal kinetic energy, a,
was used to express the gain in vertical kinetic energy
as the loss in horizontal kinetic energy and m echanical
energy from other sources:

D v z2 = a[v 2x (td) - (v x(td) - D v x ) 2 ] + v 2a
2

(5)
2

where v a represents all contributions to D v z that are
independent of the loss in horizontal kinetic energy.
Equation (5) can be reorgan ized as follows:

aD v 2x - 2 av x(td) D v x - v a2 + D v z2 = 0

(6)

Solving equation (6) for D v x :

D v x = v x(td) +

!

2

v x(td) +
2

va

a

2

-

vz

a

(7)

Com paring equations (2) and (7), the m agnitude of A 1
is probab ly related to the m agnitude of 1/a1/2. This
m eans that the lower the m agnitude of A 1 , the m ore
eY cient the horizontal-to-vertical kinetic energy conversion during the take-oV .
T he m agnitude of A 1 m ay be a reX ection of som e
physic al or technical characteristics of the athlete.
One possibility is that the m agnitude of A 1 for a given
athlete is a function of the m axim um contraction speed
of his or her m uscles or the m axim um force that his
or her m uscles are capable of generating, because the
m axim um m uscle contraction speed and force m ay
aV ect the force± velocity relationship of the m uscle and
the eY ciency of the conversion of the strain energy to
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kinetic energy (Pandy et al., 1990; Anderson and Pandy,
1993). Another possib ility is that the m agnitude of A 1 is
a function of leg stiV ness, w hich is the ratio of force
generated by the leg and the com pression distance of
the leg. Farley and Gonz …
lez (1996) reported that leg
stiV ness for m axim um com pression of the leg during the
stance phase of running had a signiW cant eV ect on the
eY ciency of kinetic-to-elastic and elastic-to-kinetic
energy conversion.
Lees et al. (1993) pointed out that it is im portant to
place the take-oV foot well in front of the whole-body
centre of m ass at touchdown and keep the take-oV leg as
stiV as possib le during the support phase to m inim ize
the loss in horizontal velocity during the long jum p takeoV . T he results of the present study, com bined w ith
those of previous studies, indicate that, if the m agnitude
of A 1 is related to som e technical characteristics, a low
m agnitude of A 1 is probably asso ciated with a long
touchdow n distance and relatively little knee X exion
during the take-oV . In contrast, a large m agnitude of A 1
is probably associated w ith a short touchdow n distance
and relatively large knee X exion during the take-oV .
T his suggests that the support phases of the triple jum p,
especially the hop and step, should be sim ilar to that of
running, and that an active landing technique (Koh and
H ay, 1990) m ay be m ore im portant for the triple jum p
than for the long jum p. To a certain extent, this notion
is suppor ted by the results of the study of K oh and
H ay (1990) on landing leg m otion in the triple jum p.
Although the results of that study did not show a signiW cant correlation between landing leg m otion and
perform ance in the triple jum p, they did show that there
was a trend for the touchdown distance of the hop in
the triple jum p to be shorter than that of the last stride
in the long jum p, and that there was a trend for the
active landing leg m otion to have a greater W rst-order
correlation coeY cient with perform ance in the triple
jum p than in the long jum p.
T he m agnitude of the loss in horizontal velocity was
sensitive to the m agnitude of the gain in vertical velocity,
especially for large A 1 (Fig. 3). T he results suggest that,
for a given m agnitude of A 1 , the greater the m agnitude
of the gain in vertical velocity, the greater the m agnitude
of the loss in horizontal velocity. T he m agnitude of
the two were virtually independent for a low m agnitude
of A 1 .
T he m agnitude of the loss of horizontal velocity
was sensitive to the m agnitude of A 1 as well (Fig. 3).
T he results suggest that the greater A 1 , the sm aller the
m agnitude of the loss of horizontal velocity for a sm all
m agnitude of the gain in ver tical velocity, but the greater
the m agnitude of the form er for a large m agnitude of
the latter. T hese results indicate that an athlete w ith a
large A 1 was eY cient in m aintaining horizontal velocity
w hile achieving a sm all gain in vertical velocity. Also,
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an athlete w ith a sm all A 1 was eY cient in m aintaining
horizontal velocity while achieving a large gain in
vertical velocity.
T he eV ect of A 1 on the relationship between the loss
in horizontal velocity and the gain in ver tical velocity
provides an exp lanation of the eV ect of A 1 on the optim um phase ratio (Yu and Hay, 1996). Irrespective of the
ability of an athlete to obtain vertical velocity during the
other support phases, he or she m ust always jum p w ith
full eV ort in the vertical direction during the support
phase of the jum p if he or she is to achieve the longest
possib le distance. W hether the athlete should jum p w ith
full eV ort in the vertical direction during the support
phases of the hop and step depends on the relationship
between the loss in horizontal velocity and the gain in
vertical velocity during each of the support phases. If the
m agnitude of the loss in horizontal velocity is not very
sensitive to the m agnitude of the gain in vertical velocity
and is relatively low for a large m agnitude of that
variable, then jum ping with full eV ort in the vertical direction during the support phase w ith high horizontal
velocity at touchdow n would result in the longest overall distance jum ped. T his assu m es that the other conditions rem ain constant, such as take-oV heights and
distances, touchdow n heigh ts and distances, the ability
to gain vertical velocity during each support phase, the
m agnitude of A 1 , and horizontal and vertical velocities
at the touchdow n of the hop. T he high horizontal
velocity at the touchdown m axim izes the positive eV ect
of the gain in vertical velocity on the phase distance,
w hereas the independence of the loss in horizontal
velocity on the gain in vertical velocity m inim izes the
negative eV ect of the loss in horizontal velocity on the
subsequent phase distances.
W ith sm all A 1 , the loss in horizontal velocity of the
w hole-body centre of m ass is not very sensitive to the
gain in vertical velocity during the support phase of the
hop (Fig. 3). In addition, the horizontal velocity at
touchdow n of the hop is greater than that at the touchdown of the step and jum p. Jum ping w ith full eV ort
during a support phase with the greatest horizontal
velocity at the touchdow n and a loss in horizontal
velocity not very sensitive to the gain in vertical velocity
is eY cient for overall distance jum ped, and certainly
m akes the hop distance longer than that of the other
phases. Therefore, for an athlete with a sm all A 1 , a
long hop distance beneW ts the overall distance jum ped,
and a hop-dom inated technique is optim um (Table 2).
W ith large A 1 , the loss in horizontal velocity during
each support phase is sensitive to the gain in vertical
velocity (Fig. 3). The loss in horizontal velocity is
sharp ly increased as the gain in vertical velocity
increases during each support phase. For an athlete w ith
a large A 1 , an increase in the hop distance owing to an
increased vertical jum ping eV ort is always accom panied
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by a large increase in the loss in horizontal velocity. In
contrast, m inim izing the gain in vertical velocity during
the support phase of the hop m ay result in a decreased
hop distance but m aintain horizontal velocity for the
support phases of the step and jum p, and thus im prove
the overall distance jum ped for the athlete with a large
A 1 . T herefore, a jum p-dom inated technique is optim um
for an athlete with a large A 1 (Table 2).
Four fem ale athletes were recruited to this study.
There was no evidence that the relationships between
regression coeY cients were diV erent between m ale and
fem ale athletes. This indicates that the relationship
discussed above between the optim um phase ratio and
A 1 can be app lied to fem ale athletes as well as to m ale
athletes (Table 2).
T he eV ect of A 1 on the relationship between the loss
in horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical velocity
also indicates that the size of A 1 m ay help to diV erentiate
between elite triple jum pers and elite long jum pers.
D uring the take-oV of a long jum p, the athlete needs to
gain as m uch vertical velocity as possible with as little a
loss in horizontal velocity as possib le. An elite long
jum per should have a sm all loss in horizontal velocity for
a large gain in vertical velocity. T he results of this study
suggest than an athlete with a sm all A 1 will exp erience
a sm aller loss in horizontal velocity for a large gain in
vertical velocity than an athlete w ith a large A 1 . Therefore, athletes with sm all A 1 m ay be potential elite long
jum pers. T his notion is supported by the results of a
previous study (W itters et al., 1992), which showed that
the greater the m agnitude of the recover y in eY ciency of
kinetic energy, a, the longer the distance jum ped in the
long jum p.
T he optim ization results (Table 2) suggest that, in
com parison to athletes w ith sm all A 1 , athletes with
large A 1 tend to jum p relative longer overall distances
with optim ized phase ratios. Although these results
do not show the system atic eV ect of A 1 on the overall
distance jum ped in the triple jum p, they indicate that
athletes with large A 1 m ay be potential elite triple
jum pers.
In the present study, the m agnitude of A 1 was estim ated for each athlete using a three-dim ensional video
analysis technique for panning cam eras. If the results of
future studies reveal that the m agnitude of A 1 for a given
athlete is related to his or her physical characteristics, as
discussed here, the m agnitude of A 1 for that athlete m ay
be predicted from the relevant characteristics. In the
m eantime, im age analysis rem ains the only m eans of
estimating A 1 . However, the data collection procedure
can be sim pliW ed by using a two-dim ensional im age
analysis technique with m ultiple stationary cam eras
(Hay and M iller, 1985).
T he relationship between the loss in horizontal
velocity and the gain in vertical velocity for each athlete
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was estimated using a m inim um of four trials and a
m axim um of six trials. Two independent variables were
used in the regression analysis, while each trial provided
three data points. T his resulted in a m inim um of six
and a m axim um of nine for the ratio of the num ber of
data points to the num ber of independent variables
in the regression analyses. E ven the m axim um of
this ratio in this study was lower than 10, w hich is
com m only recom m ended for regression analysis.
This relatively low ratio m igh t aV ect the reliability of
the estim ated regression param eters. A m inim um of
seven trials is needed for a ratio greater than 10.
However, it is not possible to have m ore than six trials
during a com petition. In addition, each athlete tends
to adopt a given technique during com petition and
thus there is a sm all variation in the changes in velocity
during each support phase. T he sm all num ber of trials
and variation in observations m ay also have aV ected
the reliability of the estim ated regression param eters
in this study. A m inim um of seven trials using diV erent
techniques in an experim ent under com petition conditions w ith the athlete at, or close to, his or her peak
form , m ight im prove the reliability of the estimated
regression param eters, so long as fatigu e does not occur.

Conclusio ns
The results appear to warrant the following conclusions:

·
·
·

The loss in horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical
velocity are linearly correlated during each support
phase of the triple jum p.
The loss in horizontal velocity per unit gain in vertical
velocity during each support phase of the triple jum p
increases as the gain in vertical velocity increases.
The sensitivity of the loss in horizontal velocity per
unit gain in vertical velocity during each support
phase of the triple jum p increases as the abso lute
value of the horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion
coeY cient increases.

Further studies are required for a system atic investigation of the factors that aV ect the m agnitude of the
horizontal-to-vertical velocity conversion coeY cient for
a given athlete and the eV ects of this coeY cient and
other factors on the overall distance jum ped in the triple
jum p.
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